Investigative Poetry Poems Poetic Journey
expressing research experience through pattern poetry - poetry (the specific form of poetry i am
utilizing here) with reference to my own experience as an author, and then introduce and present my own
pattern poems on research themes relating to english language teachers. don’t let me be lonely : the transcorporeal ethics of ... - part documentary, part imagination, investigative poetry incorporates a vari- ety of
data and reportage into the poem—including testimonials, interviews, melus: the society for the study of the
multi-ethnic literature of the united states 2015. the poetry of priesthood: a study of the contribution of
... - contribution of poetry to the continuing ministerial education of clergy in the church of england by robin
mark pryce a thesis submitted to the university of birmingham for the degree of doctor of practical theology
department of theology and religion school of philosophy, theology and religion college of arts and law
university of birmingham november 2014. university of birmingham research ... poetic inquiry, 2007-2012 journalsgepub - bibliography on this poetic inquiry in the social sciences that was completed in 2007.
excerpts from poems were gathered excerpts from poems were gathered from this updated compilation via
kurt h. wolff’s phenomenological surrender and catch method. poetic re-presentations on trust in higher
education - contrast, interpretive and investigative poetry integrate the researcher’s response to the data
along with the participant’s for a deliberate fusing of perspectives (mandrona, 2010). in addition, some authors
have begun using the term “poetic inquiry” (mcculliss, 2013) on documentary poetics - essay press historical/investigative poetry. in many cultures, past . vi vii and present, the poet is the historian and history
teacher, or history is told as poetry or song (meter and rhyme are aids to memory, if nothing else). these
histories have often celebrated the legacies of kings and the deeds of warriors. nowadays, poets are more
likely to record and celebrate the brave acts of anti-war activists ... the poetry of shell shock - project
muse - the poetry of shell shock martin bidney english literature in transition, 1880-1920, volume 49, number
3, 2006, pp. 350-353 (review) published by elt press research/poetry: exploring poet’s
conceptualizations of ... - poetic work (e.g., autoethnography, research poetry, investigative poetry,
narrative poetry) written by those, like myself, who define themselves as primarily social researchers or even
human and animal in ‘the open’: an exploration of image ... - department of english human and animal
in ‘the open’: an exploration of image and worlding in the poetry of marianne moore and joão cabral de words
for wood: the lexis of trees in old english poetry - poetry - the way in which it is preserved in the
manuscripts. the poems are untitled the poems are untitled and, with few exceptions, are written in a manner
indistinguishable from prose with forum: qualitative volume 6, no. 2, art. 14 social ... - no intrinsic
reason that poetic expressions cannot be used as investigative tools. the rich literary tradition of poetry has
often been described as having qualities of precision, clarity, aesthetic form, emotional evocation and
generality—traits that, qualitative inquiry volume 13 number 2 concern with craft ... - 220 qualitative
inquiry concern with craft whatever we call the use of poetry in research, a critical issue for me and others
interested in poetic representations is the evaluation of such forms poetic fragments - memory of the
world - the poems of poetic fragments “are really a peculiar phenomenon.”4 re- views of günderrode’s work
also appeared in well-circulated journals. a review of poems and fantasies in der freimüthige claimed that “[a]
design of cultural products based on artistic conception ... - hsien hsu [1] took advantage of the
traditional chinese poetic theory of shape-sprit transformation and the literary spirit of classical poetry to
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